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Apple’s top ethics watchdog co-authored a guide for employees that
includes a product recall - tintinnabula ====== t3hSpork It was
inevitable that Apple would put a product recall on the table with those
"immersive" videos of the children disappearing. I'm sure the company
had a back-channel plan in place for similar scenarios, but it's pretty rich
that they had to broadcast it publicly. ~~~ KenanSulayman Not sure
what kind of service you are providing, but this is simply false. That was
never Apple's plan. The present invention relates to an optical input
amplifier, and more particularly to an optical input amplifier for use in a
light amplifier circuit in an optical transmission system, or the like. A
conventional light amplifier circuit is shown in FIG. 9. Here, for example,
a photo diode PD1 to which light from an optical transmission line is
applied is adapted to be driven by a photo diode driving unit PDDR. The
photo diode driving unit PDDR includes an output monitoring unit 1
which monitors the amount of light received by the photo diode PD1 and
outputs a light quantity level signal In. When the light quantity level
signal In has an ON or OFF state, the photo diode PD1 is driven to be
fully ON or fully OFF, respectively. The output signal from the output
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monitoring unit 1 is inputted to a photo diode amplifier 2 in which an
electrical current supplied from a bias voltage VB is halved by a photo
diode current mirror circuit to obtain a photo diode current in accordance
with the light quantity level signal In. An optical amplifier 3 is constituted
by a light emitting diode, and an optical attenuator 4 is constituted by a
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